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SUMNIARY
1. The relationship between long-term electrical activity and protein
phosphorylation was investigated in single, identifiable neurons in the abdominal
ganglion of Aplysia calfornica by the intracellular injection of radiolabeled ATP
followed by sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) gel electrophoresis.
2. Natural and pharmacological treatments that alter the impulse activity of
neurons L6 and R15 for prolonged periods did not appear to affect the phosphorylation of most of the 15 major phosphoproteins examined in these cells.
3. Long-term excitation of L6 induced by the phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX
correlated with phosphorylation of a 29,000-dalton protein. Long-term inhibition of
L6 induced by afterdischarge of peptidergic bag-cell neurons appeared to cause
dephosphorylation of a 29,000-dalton protein.
4. Burst augmentation of R15 induced by bag-cell afterdischarge did not cause
detectable changes in the phosphorylation of the major proteins we examined.
5. These data are consistent with other studies of neural and nonneural tissues
which have found a correlation between activity and the level of phosphorylation of a
29,000-dalton protein.
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INTRODUCTION
Prolonged bursts of impulse activity (hereafter referred to as afterdischarge) in the
peptidergic bag-cell neurons of the abdominal ganglion of Aplysia calfonlica results in
the release of several peptide transmitters which strongly influence the excitability of
other neurons in the ganglion. One of these transmitters, egg-laying hormone (ELH),
appears to mediate a prolonged excitatory effect on neuron R15 (Branton, 1978),while
another transmitter, a-bag-cell peptide (a-BCP), appears to inhibit neuron L6
(Rothman et al., 1983). Similar long-lasting effects on the excitability of molluscan
neurons can be induced by the bath application of cyclic nucleotide derivatives and
phosphodiesterase inhibitors (Levitan and Norman, 1980; Kupfermann, 1980; Levitan
and Adams, 1981; Siegelbaum and Tsien, 1983; Levitan et a/., 1984), suggesting that
cyclic nucleotide-dependent protein phosphorylation may be involved in mediating
changes in the electrical activity of these cells. Because bag-cell afterdischarge has
essentially opposite effects on R 15 (long-term excitation or burst augmentation) and L6
(long-term inhibition), we reasoned that a quantitive comparison of protein phosphorylation in these two neurons might reveal cell-specific phosphoproteins involved
either in regulating excitability or inmodulating the long-term metabolic responses to
the electrical activity of these cells.
Since the original suggestion that protein phosphorylation might be involved in
regulating neuronal electrical activity (Kuo and Greengard, 1969; Greengard, 1978),
studies using whole brain tissues; nerve-cell cultures, and fractured-cell preparations
have shown that phosphorylation of specific proteins correlates with pharmacological
treatments that alter neural activity (reviewed by Nestler et al., 1984; Nestler and
Greengard, 1983; Kennedy, 1983). Recently, Lemos et al. (1982) took advantage of the
favorable properties of the molluscan nervous system to examine phosphorylation in
single, intact neurons. In this study we used the same approach in an attempt to identify
changes in protein phosphorylation in two identifiable cells whose activity is
modulated in an opposite fashion by peptides released during bag-cell afterdischarge.

Abdominal ganglia were dissected from sexually mature ilplysia californica
(300-800 g) anesthetized by the injection of isotonic MgCl, (approximately one-third
of the body volume) into the hemocoel. For each experimental trial, an abdominal
ganglion was pinned dorsal surface up onto a clear resin (Sylgard) dish, and a bipolar
stimulating electrode was placed on the larger of the two bag-cell clusters. A single bag
cell adjacent to the stimulating electrode was penetrated with a glass microelectrode
filled with 2 M potassium acetate to monitor activity in the electrically coupled bag-cell
cluster. Bag-cell afterdischarge was initiated by a brief train of current passed through
the stimulating electrode.
During dissection and preparation of the ganglion, 50 pCi of [y-32P]ATP(New
England Nuclear; 2900 Ci/mmol) was lyophylized in a 0.5-ml microcentrifuge tube
using a Speed Vac concentrator (Savant). The lyophilisate was redissolved in
approximately 50 nl of 300 mM potassiun~phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) and loaded into
polyethylene tubing (PE-10) for transfer to a glass microelectrode. Microelectrodes
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were prepared for each experiment by pulling glass tubing (Kwik-Fil, W.P.
Instruments) and mechanically breaking the tip to obtain a diameter suitable for lowpressure (0.5-5 kg/cm2) injection of the ATP solution. The labeled ATP in phosphate
buffer was transferred to the blunt end of the microelectrode and drawn into the tip by
capillary action. The microelectrode was then assembled into a holder suitable for
pressure injection (W.P. Instruments).
In each control and experimental trial, a single neuron (L6 o r R15) was pressure
injected with approximately 5 nl of the [32P]ATP over a 5- to 15-min period. Control
ganglia were frozen in liquid nitrogen 60-75 min after the beginning of ATP injection
without further treatment. Experimental ganglia were treated by either of two methods.
In order to affect the long-term activity of L6 and R15 by a "natural" stimulus, we
evoked afterdischarge of the bag cells using brief trains of current pulses applied
through a bipolar electrode. Pharmacological excitation of L6 was accomplished by
bathing the ganglion in 300 pM IBMX dissolved in artificial seawater (ASW). Each
experiment was terminated by freezing theganglion in liquid N2 at the peak response to
treatment. We defined the peak response as the maximal inhibition and maximal burst
augmentation of L6 and R15, respectively. Electrophysiological responses for each of
the conditions are represented in the traces shown in Fig. 1. Regardless of the
treatment, all ganglia were frogen in liquid nitrogen approximately 60-75 min after the
beginning of isotope injection to assure equivalent periods of isotope incorporation.
Proteins were extracted from individual ganglia using methods similar to those of
Lemos e t a [ (1982). Each ganglion was homogenized in 400 pl of stop buffer (50 mM
MOPS,pH 7.0,20 mM EDTA, 10 mM NaF, 1 mM ATP) at 4°C. Theconnective tissue
sheath was removed and the proteins were precipitated by the addition of 20%
trichloroacetic acid (TCA) at 4°C. The precipitate was washed twice with 10% TCA
and twice with chloroform/methanol [1:2, then 2:l (v:v)] to extract the phospholipids.
The proteins were redissolved in 40 pl of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) sample buffer
(Laemmli, 1970), boiled for 2 min, and resolved by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (0.75 mm x 20 cm; 8-15% gradient; 150 V, 18 hr) (O'Farrell et
al., 1977). Molecular weight standards (Sigma) were coelectrophoresed with the
extracted proteins. The phosphorylated proteins were visualized by autoradiography
with Kodak X-Omat AR X-ray film using Cronex intensifying screens (Dow) at
-70°C. To quantify label incorporation into protein, the autoradiograms were
scanned using a Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer and peak areas werecomputed using
a Zeiss MOP-3 scanner.
To normalize the relative labeling of phosphoproteins from different experiments,
the peak areas between 32,000 and 45,000 daltons and between 50,000 and 66,000
daltons were summed as the standard combined peak area (SCPA), and the ratio of
specific peak areas to SCPA was computed. The peak areas in these molecular weight
ranges were chosen as the standard for normalization since they represented a major
portion of the phosphoproteins present and were not significantly affected by our
experimental treatments. The validity of using the SCPA as a normalizing value was
tested by comparing the normalized peak value for another major group of
phosphoproteins. As indicated in Table I, there was no significant change in the
normalized peak areas for phosphoproteins of between 17,000 and 23,000 daltons
under any of the control or experimental conditions for either L6 o r R15. This
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Table I. (A) Normalized Mean Peak Areas for the 17,000- to 23,000-, 29,000-, and 150,000-Dalton
Phosphoprote~nsin Neurons L6 and R15 and (B) Significance Levels for Comparisons of Means for
Phosphoproteins in Neurons L6 and R15

17-23 k D

29 kD

150 k D

Treatment

N

Mean

(SD)

Mean

(SD)

Mean

(SD)

L6 control
L6 + BCA
L6 + IBMX
R 15 control
R15 + BCA

4
4
5
6
4

0.26
0.3 1
0.3 1
0.25
0.3 1

(0.11)
(0.18)
(0.24)
(0.18)
(0.10)

0.20
0.09
0.39
0.16
0.13

(0.07)
(0.11)
(0 16)
(0.07)
(0.04)

0.10
0.03
0.11
0.04
0.07

(0.08)
(0.02)
(0.07)
(0.03)
(0.04)

Treatment
17-23 kD
L6 control
L6 + BCA
R15 co~ltrol
29 kD
L6 control
L6 + BCA
R15 control
150 kD
L6 control
L6 + BCA
R15 control

L6 t BCA
0.5
-

-

0.3
-

0.1
-

-

L6

+ IBMX

R15 control

R15 t BCA

0.5
0.5

0.5

-

-

-

0.02
0.0 1

0.5
0.05
-

--

0.4

~-

0.5
.-

-

0.4

0.1

-

-

-

--

0.2

demonstrated that the distribution of phosphorylation between the SCPA and other
phosphoproteins was consistent for all trials and that the SCPA could be used as an
internal standard. The normalized peak areas for individual phosphoproteins from
control and experimental trials were compared using a t test for two means.

RESULTS
The pressure injection of [y-32P]ATPinto L6 and R15 had no apparent long-term
effect on the spontaneous activity of the cells, or upon their responses to bag-cell
afterdischarge. As shown in Fig. 1, the mechanical disturbance associated with
injection of the isotope usually caused a slight depolarization of the cells, but recovery
normally occurred within 5-20 min, after which the cells displayed normal patterns of
activity. If normal electrical activity of a neuron did not resume following isotope
injection, the trial was terminated.
Following a postinjection incubation period of 40 to 60 min, the activity of L6 or
R15 was altered in experimental trials either by eliciting bag-cell afterdischarge or by
bath applying IBMX (L6 experiments only). As shown in Fig. lA, the amplitude and
time course of bag cell-induced inhibition of L6 and excitation (burst augmentation) of
R15 were normal. Likewise, the excitatory response of L.6 (Fig. 1B) to treatment with

L6 c o n t r o l

Fig. 2. (A) Densilometric x a n s of representative ;autoradiograms of phosphorylated proteins
in neuron L6. Protein phosphorylation in neuron L6 undercontrolconditions iscompared with
ohosohorvlation followine BCA and IBMX treatments. The aooarent decreasein ohosohorvla;ion th; 29.000-dalton protein following BCA and tncreaskb~~owing
IBMX application are
evident. (B) Densilometric scans of representative autoradiograms of phasphorylated proteins
in neuron R15. Protein phosphorylation in neuron R15 under control conditions (normal
bunting) and following bag-cell alterdischarge (BCA) (burst augmentation) is compared with
that of neuron L6 under control conditions (normal bunting). The similar patterns of protein
phosphorylation in R15under the twoconditionsand thesimilar patterns in R15 and L6under
control conditions are evident.

of

. . .

IBMX was unaffected by the injection procedure. From these observations we
conclude that the intracellular injection procedure and the slight increase in volume of
the soma associated with isotope injection had no long-term effect on the resting
membrane conductance o r the response mechanisms of the cells.
The patternsof protein phosphorylation associated with baseline levels ofactivity
in neurons L6 and R 15 (Figs. 2A and B) were similar. Furthermore, despite differences
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Fig. 2. Continued.

'.*k,

in their physiological properties (Frazier et a/., 1967) and developmental origins
(Kriegstein, 1977),the levels ofphosphorylation of proteins in the two neurons were not
significantly different (Table I).
Only neuron L6 exhibited a consistently detectable change in protein phosphorylation during inhibition by bag-cell afterdischarge. Although most of the 15
phosphoproteins remained unchanged (Fig. 2A), there was an apparent twofold
decrease in the level of phosphorylation of a 29,000-dalton (29-kD) protein compared
with controls (Table IA). However, the observed effect of bag-cell activity did not
represent a significant change compared with controls (Table IB). The lack of statistical
significanceofthis valueis due to a large extent to theincreased varianceintroduced by
one trial which fell within control levels of phosphorylation. If this trial was omitted,
the change in phosphorylation of the 29,000-dalton protein would be statistically
significant (P < 0.02). A 150,000-dalton protein (150 kD) also appeared to undergo
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dephosphorylation during inhibition of L6, but the change was not statistically
significant either.
The observation that the 29- and 150-kD proteins might be dephosphorylated
during inhibition of L6 led us to apply a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, IBMX, to the
neuron in order to compare the levels of phosphorylation of these proteins and others
during electrical excitation. The bath application of IBMX strongly excited L6, as it
does other neurons such as R 15 (Levitan and Norman, 1980).As indicated in Table IA,
IBMX treatment of L6 resulted in a twofold increase in the level of phosphorylation of
the 29-kD protein relative to controls. The increase was statistically significant
(P < 0.02) (Table IB). There was no observed change in the level of phosphorylation of
the 150-kD protein or other phosphoproteins in the cell. Thus, the level of
phosphorylation of the 29-kD protein correlates with the impulse activity of the
neuron. The difference in mean phosphorylation of this protein during excitation
induced by IBMX and during inhibition induced by bag-cell afterdischarge was highly
significant (P < 0.0 1).
Burst augmentation of R15 induced by bag-cell afterdischarge resulted in no
apparent change in the general pattern of phosphorylation (Fig. 2B) or the levels of
phosphorylation of either the 29- or the 150-kD protein (Table I). We did not examine
the effect of IBMX on protein phosphorylation in R15.

DISCUSSION
Previous studies of protein phosphorylation in Aplysia neurons have relied on the
intracellular injection of protein kinases and/or the bath or direct application of
neurotransn~itters.Using these techniques it is difficult to determine the extent to which
the treatment is spatially and quantitatively duplicating natural physiological events.
Therefore, treatments may result in greater o r lesser changes in protein phosphorylation than those occurring in vivo.To circumvent this problem, we examined changes in
protein phosphorylation induced by the endogenous release of transmitters from the
peptidergic bag-cell neurons associated with the Aplysia abdominal ganglion.
Relatively small changes in the extent of phosphorylation of a particular protein
may mediate a physiological response under natural conditions. Our experiments
suggest that it may be useful and perhaps necessary in some cases to enhance the
difference between two states of neuronal activity to detect small but physiologically
important changes in protein phosphorylation. In neuron L6, the mean phosphorylation of a 29-kD protein decreased approximately twofold during the inhibition induced
by bag-cell afterdischarge (BCA). The mean phosphorylation of this protein increased
approximately twofold during the excitation induced by bath application of the
phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX. The difference between the IBMX mean and the
control mean was statistically significant (P < 0.02). The difference between the bagcell afterdischarge mean and the control mean was not (P < 0.3). However, the
difference would be statistically significant if a single trial were omitted. In addition, the
difference in mean phosphorylation of the 29-kD protein in the two most different
states of electrical activity, excitation induced by IBMX and inhibition induced by
BCA, was highly significant (P < 0.01).
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We did not detect statistically significant changes in the phosphorylation of
proteins in neuron R 15 during burst augmentation induced by bag-cell afterdischarge.
This does not preclude the possibility that protein phosphorylation in this neuron is
altered by afterdischarge. For example, phosphoproteins comigrating with more
densely labeled proteins or proteins present in small quantities would not be detected.
Also, we might have detected changes if the experiments had been terminated at some
other time during the response or if we had utilized a second treatment which would
have brought about long-term inhibition of the cell. This would have allowed a
comparison of protein phosphorylation at two more clearly defined states of activity.
Our data suggest that phosphorylation of most major proteins in Aplysia neurons
L6 and R15 is not significantly changed by treatments that alter the electrical activity of
these cells. This observation is consistent with the view that most phosphoproteins in
neurons function in a wide range of metabolic pathways (reviewed by Cohen, 1982)and
that the extent of phosphorylation of these proteins is not directly related to the state of
electrical activity.
With respect to the 29-kD phosphoprotein in neuron L6, our data are consistent
with the hypothesis that cyclic nucleotide-dependent protein phosphorylation may be
responsible for some changes in the electrical activity of neurons (Kuo and Greengard,
1978; Greengard, 1978). Other investigators have provided evidence that protein
kinases regulate the activity of molluscan neurons by phosphorylation of specific
protein substrates (reviewed by Levitan et al., 1984). Recent examination of the
mechanism by which this occurs in several Aplysia neurons suggests that phosphorylation of specific protein substrates by CAMP-dependentprotein kinases may modulate
K conductances. In our study, application of the phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX
led to long-term excitation of neuron L6. Previous investigations of Aplysia neurons
have shown that IBMX treatment results in increased cyclic nucleotide concentrations
(Levitan and Norman, 1980) and stimulates protein phosphorylation (Paris et al.,
1981). We were also able to manipulate the activity of neuron L6 by stimulating
afterdischarge of the peptidergic bag cells. The resulting inhibition is due in part to a
large, prolonged increased K t conductance (Brownell and Mayeri, 1979). It is possible
that the IBMX-induced excitation of L6 is due in part to a decreased K 'conductance;
however, this remains to he demonstrated. If this is the case, the two opposite responses
of neuron L6 to the two treatments may correspond to different states of K t
conductance, which would in turn correlate with the level of phosphorylation of the 29kD protein.
Lemos et al. (1984) showed that synaptic stimulation alters protein phosphorylation in neuron R15. The resulting long-lasting hyperpolarization is due to at least two
conductance changes which correlate with changes in phosphorylation of several
proteins including the increased phosphorylation of a 29-kD species. The effect on the
29-kD protein is mimicked by the application of serotonin. More recently, Lemos et al.
(1985) reported that two phosphoproteins, 29 and 70 kD, cannot be pharmacological
and kinetically dissociated from the serotonin-induced K' conductance increase in
R15, suggesting that these species are closely associated with, and perhaps responsible
for, the conductance change.
Goy et al. (1984) recently identified a 29-kD protein in a lobster neuron~uscular
preparation that is phosphorylated following treatment with serotonin. As in our
+
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study, the 29-kD protein is phosphorylated by the application of the phosphodiesterase
inhibitor IBMX at approximately the same concentration. Goy et 01. provide
substantial evidence that phosphorylation of the protein is mediated by a cyclic
nucleotide-dependent mechanism. Whether or not our results and those of Lemos et al.
and Goy et nl. are related with respect to the identified 29-kD proteins requires further
study.
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